
Top ten reasons to 

LOVE English File
1 Improves speaking skills

9 out of 10 teachers who took part in an Oxford Impact study  
found that English File improves students’ speaking skills.

 I have yet to find a textbook with better speaking activities.  
 English File Teacher 

8 Unrivalled teacher support
Well-presented and easy to use lesson plans, Teacher’s Resource Centre  
and Teacher’s Guide provide you with a comprehensive support package.

 The Teacher’s Book is outstanding and this includes the communicative 
photocopiables  
 English File Teacher 

2 Authentic content from real people
Hearing everyday English from real speakers helps your students  
with intonation and pronunciation.

 We have really tried, in the fourth edition, to use real people  
in the interviews!  
 Christina Latham-Koenig, English File Co-author 

9 It’s the full package
Students and teachers have a complete digital and physical package,  
covering seven levels, Beginner to Advanced, including Intermediate Plus.

 English File is the favourite book in our school among students  
and teachers.  
 English File Teacher 

3 Dynamic and engaging activities
Activities that get your students excited about learning English.  
77% of teachers choose English File for its variety of motivating tasks.

 The choice of materials reflects things that I myself find interesting  
and can put over with enthusiasm.  
 English File Teacher 

10 Informed by teacher feedback
We value your feedback. English File fourth edition is based on feedback 
from English File teachers with new and updated texts, topics and listenings.

 Teacher feedback is one of the really important things that shapes  
the new editions… from what teachers thought about the previous  
editions, to the lessons and material they would like us to include.  
 Christina Latham-Koenig, English File Co-author 

4 Topics are interesting and relevant
Students are more motivated to participate in topics that are appealing and 
appropriate to them. The topics are chosen to inspire discussions and debates. 

 My students admitted that they had never taken much interest in such 
a topic before. They enjoyed it a lot… the coursebook allowed them to 
express their mind quite fluently on the topic  
 English File Teacher 

5 Increases confidence in pronunciation 
84% of teachers think that English File helps students speak English more 
confidently. The renowned Sound Bank and new Sound Bank videos gives 
student the opportunity to watch how a native speaker pronounces the sound. 

 They are able to improve their English gradually and without any anxiety.  

 English File Teacher 

6 Better grammatical accuracy
More grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and skills development  
practice in every topic. Teachers have noticed an improvement in  
grammatical accuracy in their students’ speaking.

 The best material for teaching English as a foreign language.  
The four skills are treated in a very communicative way.   
 English File Teacher 

7 Interactive video and audio content 
The new interactive videos from the Practical English lessons encourage 
students to become a part of the Rob and Jenny drama. They can go online, 
record and playback their voices, and practice real life conversations in English.

 The Practical English section is rich and interesting. The topics are well 
organized and well written. The units flow naturally.  
 English File Teacher 
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The English File Oxford Impact Study was conducted in January and February 2018. 299 teachers responded. Oxford Impact is a unique way 

of evaluating the impact that educational products and services from Oxford University Press have on teaching and learning.
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